We show that if A is a finite subset of an s-step nilpotent group satisfying |A 3 | ≤ K|A| then there is a finite normal subgroup H ⊂ A K Os (1) modulo which A Os(log Os (1) K) contains a nilprogression of rank at most Os(log Os(1) K) and size at least exp(−Os(log Os(1) K))|A|. This partially generalises the close-to-optimal bounds obtained by Sanders in the abelian case, and improves the bounds and simplifies the exposition of an earlier result of the author.
Introduction
This paper concerns sets of small doubling and approximate groups in non-abelian groups. This topic has been extensively covered in the recent mathematical literature; the reader may consult the surveys [4, 10, 11, 14, 18] or the author's forthcoming book [26] for detailed background to the topic and examples of some of its many applications.
Given sets A and B in a group G we define the product set AB by AB = {ab : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. We also denote A −1 = {a −1 : a ∈ A}, and define A n recursively for n ∈ N by setting A 1 = A and A n+1 = A n A. If G is abelian we often use additive notation instead, for example writing A + B or nA in place of AB or A n , respectively.
By the doubing of a finite set A we mean the ratio |A 2 |/|A|, and when we say that a set has 'small' or 'bounded' doubling we mean that there is some constant K ≥ 1 such that |A 2 | ≤ K|A|. (Of course, this always holds for K = |A|, so K should be thought of as being substantially smaller than |A| in order for this to be meaningful.)
One of the central aims in the theory of sets of small doubling is to describe the algebraic structure of such sets. The first result in this direction was Freiman's theorem [7] , which describes sets of small doubling in terms of objects called progressions. Given elements x 1 , . . . , x r in an abelian group G and reals L 1 , . . . , L r ≥ 0, the progression P (x; L) is defined via P (x; L) = {ℓ 1 x 1 + · · · + ℓ r x r : |ℓ i | ≤ L i }. Freiman's theorem states that if a subset A ⊂ Z satisfies |A + A| ≤ K|A| then there exists a progression P of rank at most r(K) and size at most h(K)|A| such that A ⊂ P . This was subsequently generalised to an arbitrary abelian group by Green and Ruzsa [12] , where one must replace the progression with a coset progression, which simply means a set of the form H + P , with H a finite subgroup and P a progression.
The best bounds currently available in this theorem are due to Sanders (although Schoen [19] had previously obtained similar bounds in the special case of subsets of integers). Sanders's main result is the following variant of Freiman's theorem. Combining this with the so-called covering argument of Chang (which we present in Lemma 4.1, below), one obtains the following bounds in Freiman's theorem. Corollary 1.2 (Sanders) . Let A be a subset of an abelian group such that |A + A| ≤ K|A|. Then there exists a coset progression H + P of rank at most O(K log O(1) 2K) satisfying |H + P | ≤ exp(O(K log O(1) 2K))|A| such that A ⊂ H + P .
These bounds are close to best possible, as can be seen by considering, for example, an appropriate union of K translates of a finite subgroup or a rank-1 progression.
It is worth remarking that using a simpler covering argument due to Ruzsa, on which Chang's argument is based, one can also deduce the following variant of Theorem 1.1; we give details in Section 2. Corollary 1.3 (Sanders) . Let A be a subset of an abelian group such that |A + A| ≤ K|A|. Then there exists a coset progression H + P ⊂ 4A− 4A of rank at most O(log O(1) 2K) satisfying |H + P | ≤ K 7 |A|, and a set X ⊂ A of size at most exp(O(log O(1) 2K)) such that A ⊂ X + H + P .
In this paper we are concerned with generalisations of these results to non-abelian groups, and specifically to nilpotent groups. In the non-abelian setting it is usual for technical reasons to replace the small-doubling assumption |A + A| ≤ K|A| with a slightly stronger assumption. This is usually either a 'small-tripling' assumption |A 3 | ≤ K|A|, or the qualitativey even stronger assumtion that A is a K-approximate group (this means that A is symmetric and contains the identity and that there is a subset X ⊂ A of size at most K such that A 2 ⊂ XA). The reasons for making these stronger assumptions are explained at length in [20, 26] , but let us highlight the fact that a set A satisfying |A 2 | ≤ K|A| is contained in the union of a few translates of a relatively small K O(1) -approximate group [20, Theorem 4.6] , so there is no great loss of generality in doing so.
In this paper we generally adopt the small-tripling assumption that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|, but also make the additional assumption that A is symmetric and contains the identity. This is essentially just for notational reasons, since it allows us, for example, to replace an untidy-looking expression like 
so again there is no great loss of generality in making this assumption.
We also assume for the rest of the paper that K ≥ 3 2 . Again, this is for notational reasons, as it allows us to absorb additive constants into constant multiples of log K, and multiplicative constants into constant powers of K. Here we lose absolutely no generality, for example because of an old theorem of Freiman [8] stating that if |A 2 | ≤ K|A| for some K < 3 2 then A is contained in a coset of a subgroup of size at most K|A| (see also [21, Proposition 3] or [26] for a proof of this theorem in English).
There are a number of ways to formulate the appropriate generalisation of a coset progression to non-abelian groups. The easiest to define is probably a coset nilprogression. Given elements x 1 , . . . , x r in a group G and L 1 , . . . , L r ≥ 0, the nonabelian progression P (x; L) is defined to consist of all those elements of G that can be expressed as words in the x i and their inverses in which each x i and its inverse appear at most L i times between them. We define r to be the rank of P (x; L). If the x i generate an s-step nilpotent group then P (x; L) is said to be a nilprogression of step s, and in this instance we write P nil (x; L) instead of P (x; L). A set P is said to be a coset nilprogression of rank r and step s if there exists a finite subgroup H ⊂ P , normalised by P , such that P/H is a nilprogression of rank r and step s.
Another useful formulation is a closely related object called a nilpotent progression. Again, a nilpotent progression P (x; L) is defined using elements x 1 , . . . , x r in a nilpotent group G and reals L 1 , . . . , L r ≥ 0, but its definition is a little more involved than that of a nilprogression, so we refer the reader to [1] or [24] .
Nilpotent progressions have tripling bounded in terms of their rank and step, as, provided the reals L 1 are large enough, do nilprogressions [5, Corollary 3.16] . For technical reasons, it is also convenient to define a third type of progression in a non-abelian group, although in general this one will not have bounded doubling. Given x i and L i as above, the ordered progression P ord (x; L) is defined to be P ord (x; L) = {x ℓ 1 1 · · · x ℓr r : |ℓ i | ≤ L i }. The following result shows that it does not matter too much which of the above versions of progression we use.
Remarks on the proof. The bounds we state here are written more explicitly than in [24, Proposition C.1], but bounds of the type we claim here can easily be read out of the argument there. Proposition 1.4 is also proved exactly as stated above in [26] .
In [24] , the author extended Corollary 1.2 to nilpotent groups, proving the following result. Theorem 1.5 ([24, Theorem 1.5]). Let G be an s-step nilpotent group s, and suppose that A ⊂ G is a finite symmetric subset of G containing the identity such that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|. Then there exist a subgroup H of G normalised by A and a nilprogression P nil (x; L) of rank at most K Os(1) such that A ⊂ HP nil (x; L) ⊂ HP (x; L) ⊂ A K Os (1) .
Remark. In particular, |HP (x; L)| ≤ exp(K Os(1) )|A| by Lemma 2.2, below.
Remarks on the proof. In [24] the hypothesis of Theorem 1.5 is that A is a K-approximate group, rather than that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|, but in the latter case the set A 2 is a K O(1) -approximate group by Lemma 2.2 and [3, Corollary 5.2], below, so the version from [24] immediately implies the version above.
The aim of the present paper is to show that, like in the abelian case, if we ask for HP to be dense in A, rather than the other way around, we can replace most of the polynomial bounds of Theorem 1.5 with polylogarithmic bounds, as follows.
Theorem 1.6. Let s ∈ N, let G be an s-step nilpotent group, and suppose that A ⊂ G is a symmetric subset containing the identity such that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|. Then there exist a subgroup
normalised by A and an ordered progression P ord (x;
Remark. The proof of Theorem 1.5 proceeds by an induction on the step s, in which Theorem 1.1 features both in the base case s = 1 and in the proof of the inductive step. The original proof used an earlier version of Theorem 1.1, due to Green and Ruzsa, in which the bounds are polynomial rather than polylogarithmic. Let us emphasise, though, that losses elsewhere in the argument overwhelmed the bounds of Theorem 1.1 to the extent that it made no difference to the shape of the final bounds to use the Green-Ruzsa result instead. In particular, proving Theorem 1.6 is not merely a case of substituting Theorem 1.1 for the Green-Ruzsa result in the original proof: we also need to make the rest of the argument more efficient.
The one bound that is still polynomial in Theorem 1.6 is the bound H ⊂ A K e O(s) ; it appears that a new idea would be required to improve this any further (see Remark 3.11, below, for further details). Note, though, that in the case where the ambient group has no torsion the subgroup H is automatically trivial, leaving only the polylogarithmic bounds, as follows. Theorem 1.7. Let s ∈ N, let G be a torsion-free s-step nilpotent group, and suppose that A ⊂ G is a symmetric subset containing the identity such that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|. Then there exist an ordered
As in the abelian case, Ruzsa's covering argument combines with Theorem 1.6 to give the following variant.
Corollary 1.8. Let s ∈ N, let G be an s-step nilpotent group, and suppose that A ⊂ G is a symmetric subset containing the identity such that
Remark. We may also conclude that |HP (x; L)| ≤ exp(K e O(s) )|A| using Lemma 2.2, below. In the torsion-free setting the subgroup H is again trivial, and in that case we may conclude instead that
Chang's covering argument also allows us to recover Theorem 1.5 with much more precise bounds, as follows. Corollary 1.9. Let s ∈ N, let G be an s-step nilpotent group, and suppose that A ⊂ G is a symmetric subset containing the identity such that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|. Then there exist a subgroup H ⊂ A K e O(s) normalised by A and a nilprogression P nil (x; L) of rank at most e O(s 2 )
Remark. We may also conclude that |HP (x; L)| ≤ exp(K e O(s) )|A| using Lemma 2.2, below.
In the torsion-free setting, as well as concluding that the subgroup H is trivial and thus removing the worst of the bounds, we can also reduce the rank of the nilprogression, as follows.
Corollary 1.10. Let s ∈ N, let G be a torsion-free s-step nilpotent group, and suppose that A ⊂ G is a symmetric subset containing the identity such that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|. Then there exists a nilprogression
Remark. We may also conclude that |P (
We also obtain this improvement on the rank when A is assumed to be a K-approximate group, as follows.
normalised by A and a nilprogression P nil (x; L) of rank at most e O(s 2 ) K log O(s) K such that
We deduce all of these corollaries in Section 4.
Applications to other groups. A theorem of Breuillard, Green and Tao [3] states, in one form, that an arbitrary K-approximate group A is contained in a union of at most O K (1) translates of a coset nilprogression of rank and step O(K 2 log K) and size at most K 11 |A|. This result is powerful enough to have some quite general applications, such as those contained in [3, §11] and [5, 22, 23] , but its usefulness is slightly lessened by the fact that it does not give an explicit bound on the number of translates needed to contain A.
Various papers by several different authors have given explicit versions of this theorem for specific classes of groups. The approach taken in these results is generally first to reduce to the nilpotent case, and then to apply Theorem 1.5 (or an earlier result of Breuillard and Green [1] valid only in the torsion-free case) to obtain the nilprogression. Unsurprisingly, using Theorem 1.6 or one of its corollaries in place of Theorem 1.5 in these arguments leads to better bounds in a number of cases.
In a future version of this paper we will discuss new bounds obtainable in this way in the results of [2, 9, 25] , for example.
Overview of the paper. In Section 2 we present most of the standard results we need from the general theory. This material is likely to be familiar to experts in the subject, who may therefore decide to skip straight to Section 3, where we prove Theorem 1.6. In Section 4 we deduce Corollaries 1.8 to 1.11 from Theorem 1.6.
Acknowledgement. I was prompted to revisit the bounds in Theorem 1.5 by a question from Harald Helfgott.
Preliminaries on sets of small tripling
In this section we record various standard results about sets of small tripling.
Proof. We prove this result by defining an injection ϕ :
so that u is uniquely determined by ϕ(u, x) and x, and then note that
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a finite symmetric subset of a group satisfying
Then |A m | ≤ K m−2 |A| for every m ≥ 3.
Proof. The lemma holds for m = 3 by assumption, so we may assume that m ≥ 4 and write
which gives the lemma.
In the case where G is abelian the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2 can be weakened as follows.
Theorem 2.3 (Plünnecke's inqequalities [15] ). Let G be an abelian group, and let A be a finite subset of G. Suppose that |A + A| ≤ K|A|. Then |mA − nA| ≤ K m+n |A| for all non-negative integers m, n.
The next two results show that small tripling is stable under taking quotients and intersections with subgroups. Lemma 2.4. Let G, H be groups, let π : G → H be a homomorphism, let A ⊂ G be a finite symmetric set, and suppose that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|. Then |π(A) 3 
Proof. An argument of Helfgott [13, Lemma 7.4] shows that
(see also [26] for a proof of this exact statement). The lemma then follows from Lemma 2.2. We close this section by presenting Ruzsa's covering argument and using it to deduce Corollary 1.3 from Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.6 (Ruzsa's covering lemma [16] ). Let A and B be finite subsets of some group and suppose that |AB|/|B| ≤ K. Then there exists a subset X ⊂ A with |X| ≤ K such that A ⊂ XBB −1 . Indeed, these properties are satisfied by taking X to be a subset of A that is maximal with respect to the property that the translates xB with x ∈ X are all disjoint.
Proof. The disjointness of the translates xB implies that |XB| = |X||B|, and since X ⊂ A we have |XB| ≤ |AB|, and so |X| ≤ K as claimed. To prove that A ⊂ XBB −1 , note that if a ∈ A then by the maximality of X there exists x ∈ X such that aB and xB have non-empty intersection, which implies in particular that a ∈ xBB −1 .
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Let H and P be as given by Theorem 1.1. Then we have 
Proof of the main result
We start with a result that was central to the original proof of Theorem 1.5. 
We identify the sets A i in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let s ≥ 2, let G be an s-step nilpotent group, and suppose that A ⊂ G is a symmetric subset containing the identity such that |A 3 | ≤ K|A|. Then there exist an integer r ≪ log O(1) K, elements x 1 , . . . , x r ∈ A 4 , and a set X 0 ⊂ A 4 such that X 0 [G, G] is a subgroup of G and such that
Before we prove Proposition 3.2, let us see how it imples Proposition 3.1. The following result allow us to bound the step of the sets A i . Remarks on the proof. This is implicitly shown in the proofs of [24, Propositions 4.2 & 4.3] ; it is also proved as an explicit lemma in [26] . Remarks on the proof. The bounds stated here are more precise than those stated in [24, Proposition 7.1], but the bounds claimed here can be read out of the argument there. Alternatively, Proposition 3.4 is proved exactly as stated here in [26] . Lemma 3.5. Let G be a group, let N ⊳ G be a normal subgroup, and let π : G → G/N be the quotient homomorphism. Let A be a symmetric subset of G, and define a map ϕ : π(A) → A by choosing, for each element x ∈ π(A), an element ϕ(x) ∈ A such that π(ϕ(x)) = x. Then (i) for every a ∈ A we have a ∈ A 2 ∩ N ϕ(π(a)); and (ii) for every x, y ∈ G/N with x, y, xy ∈ π(A) we have ϕ(xy) ∈ ϕ(x)ϕ(y) A 3 ∩ N .
Proof. This is essentially just an observation: by definition of ϕ we have aϕ(π(a)) −1 ∈ A 2 ∩ N and ϕ(y) −1 ϕ(x) −1 ϕ(xy) ∈ A 3 ∩ N .
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a group, let N ⊳ G be a normal subgroup, and let π : G → G/N be the quotient homomorphism. Let A be a finite symmetric subset of G, and let P ⊂ π(A m ). Suppose that |P | ≥ c|π(A)|. Then |π −1 (P ) ∩ A m+2 | ≥ c|A|.
Proof. By the pigeonhole principle there exists x ∈ π(A) such that |π −1 (x) ∩ A| ≥ |A|/|π(A)|. Since xy −1 ∈ N ∩ A 2 for every y ∈ π −1 (x) ∩ A, this implies that |N ∩ A 2 | ≥ |A|/|π(A)|. This in turn implies that |π −1 (x) ∩ A m+2 | ≥ |A|/|π(A)| for every x ∈ π(A m ). In particular,
as desired. Now let ϕ : π(A 6 ) → A 6 be an arbitrary map such that π(ϕ(x)) = x for every x ∈ π(A 6 ). Suppose that a ∈ π −1 (HP ) ∩ A 6 , so that there exist h ∈ H and ℓ 1 , . . . , ℓ r ∈ Z such that π(a) = hy ℓ 1 1 · · · y ℓr r . It follows from Lemma 3.5 (i) that
1 · · · y ℓr r ), and hence by repeated application of Lemma 3.5 (ii) that
The proposition then follows if we set X 0 = ϕ(H) and x i = ϕ(y i ).
It is at this point that we diverge from the original proof of Theorem 1.5. 
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.1 and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6.
Using Proposition 3.7 to induct on the step, we arrive at the following result. 
with the product taken in some order.
Here, and throughout this paper, given an ordered set X = {x 1 , . . . , x m } of subsets and/or elements in a group G, we write that a product Π of the members of X is equal to X with the product taken in some order to mean that there is a permutation ξ ∈ Sym(m) such that Π = m i=1 x ξ(i) . If Y = {y 1 , . . . , y m } is another ordered set of the same number subsets and/or elements of G, then we say that products X and Y are taken in the same order if X = m i=1 x ξ(i) and Y = m i=1 y ξ(i) for the same permutation ξ.
Proof. IfÃ is abelian then the proposition is trivially true with r = 1, ℓ = 0, A 1 =Ã and N = {1}.
We may therefore assume that s ≥s ≥ 2 and, by induction, that the proposition holds for all smaller values ofs. We start by rewriting the statement we are trying to prove as follows: there exist integers
containing the identity such that, writing π : G → G/N for the quotient homomorphism, the group π(A i ) is abelian and the set π(A i ) satisfies |π(A i ) 3 | ≤K e O(2s) |π(A i )| for each i; and sets X 1 , . . . , X ℓ ⊂Ã e O(s) of size at most exp(e O(s) log O(1)K ) such that
with the product taken in some order. This is exactly equivalent to the conclusion of the proposition, but writing the bounds in this way makes it easier to keep track of them through the induction. For the same reason, at various points in the argument we use the trivial observation that any quantity bounded by O(1) is also bounded by e O(1) .
Applying Proposition 3.7, we obtain a normal subgroup N 0 ⊳ G with N 0 ⊂ A K e O(s) m ; an integer r 0 ≤ e O(1) log O(1)K ; finite symmetric subsetsÃ 1 , . . . ,Ã r 0 ⊂Ã O(1) ⊂Ã e O(1) ⊂ A e O(1) m containing the identity, such that, writing ρ : G → G/N for the quotient homomorphism, the group ρ(Ã i ) has step less than s and the set ρ
Since G/N 0 is generated by ρ(A), we may therefore apply the induction hypothesis to each set ρ(Ã i ) in the group G/N 0 to obtain, for each i = 1, . . . , r 0 , integers i ⊂Ã e O(s) containing the identity such that, writing π i : G → G/N i for the quotient homomorphism, the group π i (A (i) j ) is abelian and the set π i (A
for each j; and sets X
with the product taken in some order. Defining N = N 1 · · · N r 0 , we then have
Moreover, writing π : G → G/N for the quotient homomorphism, (3 
1 , . . . , X
with the product taken in some order. We also have
Finally, since every π i (A (i) j ) is abelian, every π(A (i) j ) certainly is, so the proof is complete. Remarks on the proof. The bounds stated in [24, Proposition 7.3] are less explicit than the ones claimed here; as usual, the bounds claimed here can be read out of the argument there, or alternatively found explicitly in [26] . with the product again taken in the same order. Now {P 1 , . . . , P k , Q 1 , . . . , Q ℓ } is an ordered progression, say P ord (x; L). The ranks of the progressions P i coming from Proposition 3.10 are at most e O(s) log O(1) K, and hence that the rank of P ord (x; L) is at most ke O(s) log O(1) K + ℓ, which is at most e O(s 2 ) log O(s) K. Furthermore, the containment (3.5) implies that This comletes the proof.
Remark 3.11. The polynomial bound on the product set of A required to contain H in Theorem 1.6 comes from our applications of Propositions 3.4 and 3.9. These propositions are themselves both applications of the same result, namely [24, Proposition 7.2] , and so the polynomial bound in Theorem 1.6 can be traced to this result. It appears that a new idea would be required to improve this result in such a way as to remove the polynomial bound from Theorem 1.6.
Covering arguments
In this section we use covering arguments to prove Corollaries 1.8 to 1.11. Corollary 1.8 follows from Theorem 1.6 and a straightforward application of Ruzsa's covering lemma, as follows.
Proof of Corollary 1.8. We may assume that A generates G. Let H and P = P ord (x; L) be as given by Theorem 1.6, noting that H ⊳ G, and let π : G → G/H be the quotient homomorphism. We have |π(A) 3 | ≤ K 3 |π(A)| by Lemma 2.4, and so we have
Applying Lemma 2.6 in the quotient G/H therefore gives a set X ⊂ A of size at most exp(e O(s 2 ) log O(s) K)
such that A ⊂ XHP P −1 . Now P P −1 ⊂ A e O(s 2 ) log O(s) K is an ordered progression of rank double that of P , which is still at most e O(s 2 ) log O(s) K. The corollary therefore follows from Proposition 1.4.
One can also deduce results in the form of Corollaries 1.9 to 1.11 using Ruzsa's covering lemma. However, Chang [6] found a way to perform the covering more efficiently in this context, and we need this variant in order to obtain the bounds we claim. Her argument is captured by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1 (Chang's covering lemma). Let G be a group and suppose that A ⊂ G is a subset of G satisfying |A n | ≤ K n |A| for every n ∈ N. Let P ⊂ A m be a set with |P | ≥ |A|/C. Then there exist 
2)
A ⊂ S t · · · S 1 P P −1 S −1 1 · · · S −1 t−1 . Proof. We define the sets S i recursively. Assuming the sets S 1 , . . . , S i have already been defined, let S i+1 ⊂ A be a maximal set of size at most 2K having the property that the translates xS i · · · S 1 P with x ∈ S i+1 are disjoint. If |S i+1 | is strictly less than 2K then stop and set t = i + 1. The containment (4.2) then follows from Lemma 2.6, since S t is maximal in A with respect to the property that the translates xS t−1 · · · S 1 P with x ∈ S t are disjoint.
The disjointness of the various translates implies that |S t · · · S 1 P | = |S t | · · · |S 1 ||P | ≥ (2K) t−1 |P |, while the fact that each S i ⊂ A and the assumption that P ⊂ A m imply that |S t · · · S 1 P | ≤ |A m+t | ≤ K m+t |A|.
Combining these two inequalities implies that 2 t−1 ≤ K m+1 |A|/|P | ≤ CK m+1 , which gives (4.1) and completes the proof.
Proof of Corollaries 1.9 to 1.11. We may assume that A generates G. Let H and P 0 = P ord (x; L) be as given by Theorem 1.6, noting that H ⊳ G. Let π : G → G/H be the quotient homomorphism, noting that |π(P 0 )| |π(A)| = |P 0 H| |AH| ≥ exp(−e O(s 2 ) log O(s) K).
In general we have |π(A) 3 | ≤ K 3 |π(A)| by Lemma 2.4, but if G has no torsion (so that H is trivial), or if A is a K-approximate group instead of a set satisfying |A 3 | ≤ K|A|, then we have |π(A) 3 | ≤ K|π(A)| (note that if A is a K-approximate group then |A 3 | ≤ K 2 |A|, so that Theorem 1.6 still gives the same conclusion). Setting K ′ = K 3 in the general case and K ′ = K in these two specific cases, and applying Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 4.1 in the quotient G/H, we therefore have t ≤ e O(s 2 ) log O(s) K and sets S 1 , . . . , S t ⊂ A with |S i | ≤ 2K ′ such that A ⊂ S t · · · S 1 P 0 P −1 0 S −1 1 · · · S −1 t−1 H. Enumerating the elements of each S i as s The corollaries therefore follow from Proposition 1.4.
